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6.1 Introduction

Ballorex Basic description
The Ballorex Basic is a shut-off valve for use in heating and cooling systems as a stand alone, service or a partner valve. 
The Ballorex Basic is available in sizes DN 15 to DN 50 in two versions. One version with plugged P/T ports and the 
other with a drain valve mounted. All valves are manufactured in dezincification resistant brass (DZR). 
In systems where double regulating valves like Ballorex Venturi and Ballorex Vario, or pressure independent flow  
control valves like Ballorex Dynamic, are installed, Ballorex Basic can be used as a service valve for terminal units, 
branches and zones.
When installed in combination with a Ballorex Delta, differential pressure control valve, the Ballorex Basic can be  
used as a partner valve. Connecting the valves via a capillary tube enables differential pressure stabilization in the  
controlled part of the system.

The Ballorex Basic is available with various accessories like:
» Drain valve 
» Measuring points
» Measuring points (for high temperature, up to 135°C)
» Cap with measuring point (installed on the drain valve)
» Combi Drain Midi (with an independent measuring point)

Ballorex Basic benefits 
» Product range from DN 15 to DN 50 for heating and cooling systems
» Isolation, drain and measuring functions all in one unit
» Compact design for installation in confined spaces
» Flow direction irrelevant for the valve installation
» Isolation of flow simply done using the quarter-turn handle
» Ideal as a service valve and partner valve

Ballorex Basic

Shut-off valve 
with drain and 
measuring 
function

DN 15 - 50
1/2 - 2”
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6.1 Introduction

Ballorex Basic design
The Ballorex Basic is designed for flow isolation as well as draining and measuring functions – all in one unit. Isolating 
the system flow is done by a simple quarter-turn of the handle. The position of the handle makes it at the same time 
easy to identify whether the valve is in an open or closed position. To enable flow measuring the optional measuring 
points need to be mounted in the valve.

The compact design of Ballorex Basic ensures that the valve fits perfectly even in confined spaces where access to  
the system is restricted. The Ballorex Basic is at the same time designed for bi-directional flow making installation in 
any position and regardless of flow direction possible. This ensures a completely flexible and error-free installation.

The Ballorex Basic is as standard supplied female-female threaded, but can also be fitted with a selection of connectors 
like Tectite or XPress.

Ballorex Basic as a service and partner valve
The Ballorex Basic can be used as a service valve, for shut-off and drain functions at terminal units or circuits, when 
installed together with Ballorex Venturi, Ballorex Vario or Ballorex Dynamic valves.

1 -  Ball valve  
for isolation 

2 - Handle for isolation
3 - Drain valve
4 - P/T port
5 - Valve housing

Ballorex Basic is  
compact and flexible  
in installation due to 
the bi-directional  
flow function.

Ballorex Basic installed 
as a service valve of  
terminal units in a 
system where flow is 
controlled by Ballorex 
Venturi valves.
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6.1 Introduction

The Ballorex Basic can be used as a partner valve together with the Ballorex Delta. The capillary tube is connected  
from the Ballorex Delta to the drain valve of the Ballorex Basic, enabling differential pressure stabilization in the 
controlled part of a system.

 
It is recommended that the capillary tube is connected to the drain valve at the P/T port behind the shut-off ball of the 
Ballorex Basic when valves are installed in a system riser or in a branch with terminal units. By doing so the pressure 
loss across the Ballorex Basic is not included in the controlled circuit. Flow isolation and riser draining is at the same 
time made possible during service.  
This type of installation is recommended for heating systems with pre-settable thermostatic radiator valves. In such 
installations the required flow is achieved by pre-setting thermostatic radiator valves whereas the differential pressure 
stabilization keeps the flow constant.

The combination of Ballorex Basic and Ballorex Delta valves can also be used in risers or branches of cooling and 
heating systems where balancing valves are installed at the terminal units to ensure the required flow distribution.  
By providing constant differential pressure in circuits, the system is divided into several smaller and independent  
subsystems for improved balancing. As a result the commissioning of the complete system also becomes easier.

Ballorex Basic and  
Ballorex Delta  
connected via a  
capillary tube for   
differential pressure  
stabilization in a  
system.

Ballorex Basic as a  
partner valve to 
Ballorex Delta in a  
heating system.
The drain valve of the 
Ballorex Basic is used 
to connect the capillary 
tube and to drain the 
riser.

Ballorex Basic as a 
 partner valve to 
Ballorex Delta in a  
system with fan coils. 
The drain valve of the 
Ballorex Basic is used 
to connect the capillary 
tube and to drain the 
riser.
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6.1 Introduction

Ballorex Basic measurement
When the Ballorex Basic is used as a partner valve together with the Ballorex Delta, the differential pressure setting can  
be verified by connecting a balancing computer to the valves during system commissioning. To enable measuring, a 
cap with measuring point is installed on the drain of the Ballorex Delta valve and a combi drain (with an independent 
measuring point) is installed on the Ballorex Basic valve. Alternatively, when the Ballorex Basic with drain is already 
installed in a system and there is a need to verify the differential pressure, a measuring point can be mounted in the 
factory blinded P/T port. In this way differential pressure measuring can be performed.

The Ballorex Basic is provided with a restricted flow shut-off ball which is used to generate pressure loss. This allows 
for a flow verification across the Ballorex Basic valve when the pressure loss across the P/T ports is at least 3.0 kPa. The 
measuring signal is at this point strong enough to provide accurate flow measuring. To perform a flow verification, the 
Kvm value (measured across the P/T ports) of the Ballorex Basic needs to be typed into the flow balancing computer.

More details can be found in the sizing examples and in the data sheets.

Differential pressure 
measuring across 
the controlled part of 
the system is possible 
when Ballorex Basic 
and Ballorex Delta are 
installed.

To provide flow reading  
the Ballorex Basic must 
be fully open and Kvm 
value typed into the 
Balancing Computer.
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6.1 Mounting instructions

Mounting instruction DN 15 - 50

The Ballorex Basic can be installed 
regardless of the flow direction.

The Ballorex Basic must be installed 
with the drain valve mounted after 
the shut-off valve to be able to drain 
the terminal unit, circuit or zone, etc.

The Ballorex Basic can be installed 
360° around the pipe axis.

The Ballorex Basic requires the  
specified installation space to  
perform isolation by the use of the  
quarter-turn handle.

The Ballorex Basic does not require 
straight piping – installation directly 
at bends, flexible hoses, etc., is  
possible for normal operation.

For flow verification 5 × DN straight 
piping is required when mounted 
after a bend and 2 × DN straight 
piping is required when mounted 
before a bend.
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6.1 Mounting instructions

The Ballorex Basic is not to be 
installed with a loose hemp hanging 
into the pipe.

The Ballorex Basic is only to be 
installed after a deburring of pipe  
ends is carried out to avoid system 
clogging.

The Ballorex Basic accessories  
can, after removing the plugs, be 
mounted into the P/T ports using  
a torx 27 wrench.
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6.1 Applications

Application 1 - Fan coil - terminal 
unit system

This system with fan coils has   
Ballorex Basic installed along  
with Ballorex Venturi.

The Ballorex Basic valves enable  
servicing and drainage of terminal 
units and system zones.

Application 2 - Central heating  
system with differential pressure 
control valves

This central heating system  
application has pre-settable  
thermostatic radiator valves installed 
together with Ballorex Delta,  
differential pressure control valves, 
and Ballorex Basic valves.  

The Ballorex Delta is installed in the 
return pipe and is via a capillary 
tube connected to the Ballorex Basic 
installed in the supply line. This valve 
arrangement ensures constant  
differential pressure in the zone or 
riser, prevents possible noise across 
thermostatic radiator valves, and  
enables system service.  

The capillary tube must be
connected to the drain mounted in 
the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic  
as shown to avoid including the  
pressure loss across the Ballorex  
Basic valve in the controlled circuit.
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6.1 Applications

Application 3 - One-pipe heating 
system

In this one-pipe heating system 
application the flow is controlled by 
Ballorex Venturi (or Ballorex Vario) 
valves. 

The Ballorex Basic is installed as a  
service valve in the flow line.

Application 4 - Underfloor heating 
system

In this underfloor heating system 
application the Ballorex Basic is used  
to isolate flow to the manifolds for 
service purposes.
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DN 15 DN 20 DN 25

DN 32 DN 40 DN 50

Kvs m3/h Dimension Section

1.80 DN 15 6.1 - 10

4.65 DN 20 6.1 - 10

7.40 DN 25 6.1 - 10

15.5 DN 32 6.1 - 10

25.7 DN 40 6.1 - 10

44.0 DN 50 6.1 - 10

Product finder

6.1 Product data sheet

DN 32 - 50

DN 15 - 25
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Valve Article Dimension Nom. 
Inch

Kvs
m3/h

Kvm
m3/h

Valve 
dimensions 

mm

43490000-001663 DN 15 1/2” 1.80 1.70

A =  57.6
B = 103.2
C =  88.9
D =  47.2

44490000-001663 DN 20 3/4” 4.65 4.20

A =  63.2
B = 106.0
C =  94.2
D =  53.2

45490000-001663 DN 25 1” 7.40 6.65

A =  75.6
B = 112.2
C = 102.4
D =  59.2

46490000-001663 DN 32 1¼” 15.5 13.4

A =  89.0
B = 165.0
C = 137.0
D =  67.0

47490000-001663 DN 40 1½” 25.7 21.1

A =  98.0
B = 170.0
C = 144.0
D =  73.0

48490000-001663 DN 50 2” 44.0 35.7

A = 119.0
B = 180.0
C = 159.0
D =  85.0

6.1 Product data sheet

Ballorex Basic

DN 15 - 50 female/female

Dimensions Specifications

Max. temperature  120°C (135°C with P/T ports plugged  
or high temperature measuring points)

Min. temperature -20°C
Max. pressure 25 bar
Press ends 16 bar
Marking on valve  (Handle) valve name  

(Valve body) DN, PN
Connection Female thread ISO 7/1 parallel
Valve housing DR Brass CW602N CuZn36Pb2As
Ball & needle DR Brass CW602N (chrome plated)
Valve handle Polyamide (PA6.6 30%GF)
Sealings  O-rings EPDM, Gaskets PTFE,  

Test point sealing EPDM

Note! The Kvs value refers to the pressure loss across the whole valve.
The Kvm value refers to the pressure loss across the measuring points and must be used only for the flow verification 
during system commissioning.
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Accessories Article Dimension Description

43500030-000003 M14 × 1 / 3/8” Measuring point with a blue strap  
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

43500031-000003 M14 × 1 / 3/8” Measuring point with a red strap  
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

43500032-000003 M14 × 1 / 
quick coupling

Measuring point for high temperature medium 
- up to 135°C 
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

41550020-000003

M14 × 1
3/8” measuring 

point
3/4” drain

Combi Drain Midi - a drain with a measuring point  
and a red strap, installed in the P/T port of the  
Ballorex Basic.
It is recommended when the Ballorex Basic is used  
as a partner valve to the Ballorex Delta, and the  
differential pressure needs to be verified

41550010-000003 M14 × 1
3/4” drain

Drain  
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

41550042-000003
3/4”

3/8” measuring 
point

Cap with measuring point  
(installed on the drain)

83504006-000003
83504007-000003

15 mm × 1/2”
18 mm × 1/2”

Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 15, max. 16 bar

84504006-000003
84504007-000003
84504008-000003

15 mm × 3/4”
18 mm × 3/4”
22 mm × 3/4”

Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 20, max. 16 bar

85504006-000003 28 mm × 1” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 25, max. 16 bar

86504006-000003 35 mm × 1¼” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 32, max. 16 bar

87504006-000003 42 mm × 1½” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 40, max. 16 bar

88504006-000003 54 mm × 2” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 50, max. 16 bar

96M0273-000005
96M0274-000005
96M0275-000005
96M0276-000005
96M0277-000005
96M0278-000005

DN 15
DN 20
DN 25
DN 32
DN 40
DN 50

Ballorex Basic insulation jacket

6.1 Product data sheet

Ballorex Basic

DN 15 - 50 female/female

Torx 27 wrench must be used to mount the accessories in the P/T ports.
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Valve Article Dimension Nom. 
Inch

Kvs
m3/h

Kvm
m3/h

Valve 
dimensions 

mm

43490000-001003 DN 15 1/2” 1.80 1.70

A =  57.6
B = 103.2
C =  88.9
D =  83.2

44490000-001003 DN 20 3/4” 4.65 4.20

A =  63.2
B = 106.0
C =  94.2
D =  89.2

45490000-001003 DN 25 1” 7.40 6.65

A =  75.6
B = 112.2
C = 102.4
D =  95.2

46490000-001003 DN 32 1¼” 15.5 13.4

A =  89.0
B = 165.0
C = 137.0
D = 103.0

47490000-001003 DN 40 1½” 25.7 21.1

A =  98.0
B = 170.0
C = 144.0
D = 109.0

48490000-001003 DN 50 2” 44.0 35.7

A = 119.0
B = 180.0
C = 159.0
D = 121.0

6.1 Product data sheet

Ballorex Basic with drain

DN 15 - 50 female/female

Dimensions Specifications

Max. temperature  120°C
Min. temperature -20°C
Max. pressure 25 bar
Press ends 16 bar
Marking on valve  (Handle) valve name  

(Valve body) DN, PN
Connection Female thread ISO 7/1 parallel
Valve housing DR Brass CW602N CuZn36Pb2As
Ball & needle DR Brass CW602N (chrome plated)
Valve handle Polyamide (PA6.6 30%GF)
Sealings  O-rings EPDM, Gaskets PTFE,  

Test point sealing EPDM

Note! The Kvs value refers to the pressure loss across the whole valve.
The Kvm value refers to the pressure loss across the measuring points and must be used only for the flow verification 
during system commissioning.
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Accessories Article Dimension Description

43500030-000003 M14 × 1 / 3/8” Measuring point with a blue strap  
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

43500031-000003 M14 × 1 / 3/8” Measuring point with a red strap  
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

43500032-000003 M14 × 1 / 
quick coupling

Measuring point for high temperature medium 
- up to 135°C 
(installed in the P/T port of the Ballorex Basic)

41550042-000003
3/4”

3/8” measuring 
point

Cap with measuring point  
(installed on the drain)

83504006-000003
83504007-000003

15 mm × 1/2”
18 mm × 1/2”

Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 15, max. 16 bar

84504006-000003
84504007-000003
84504008-000003

15 mm × 3/4”
18 mm × 3/4”
22 mm × 3/4”

Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 20, max. 16 bar

85504006-000003 28 mm × 1” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 25, max. 16 bar

86504006-000003 35 mm × 1¼” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 32, max. 16 bar

87504006-000003 42 mm × 1½” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 40, max. 16 bar

88504006-000003 54 mm × 2” Pre-sealed press adaptors (2 pcs)  
for valve DN 50, max. 16 bar

96M0273-000005
96M0274-000005
96M0275-000005
96M0276-000005
96M0277-000005
96M0278-000005

DN 15
DN 20
DN 25
DN 32
DN 40
DN 50

Ballorex Basic insulation jacket

6.1 Product data sheet

Ballorex Basic with drain

DN 15 - 50 female/female

Torx 27 wrench must be used to mount the accessories in the P/T ports.
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DN 15 - 25: X = 75 mm  DN 32 - 50: X = 122 mm
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Kvm
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6.1 Product data sheet

Flow measuring
Flow measuring is possible across a Ballorex Basic valve when the pressure loss across the measuring points is equal to 
or greater than 3.0 kPa.

In order to achieve at least 3.0 kPa pressure loss across the measuring points of a Ballorex Basic valve, the flows must be 
according to the below stated minimum flows values:

The Ballorex Basic measurement function is particularly useful in central heating systems with pre-settable thermostatic 
radiator valves and differential pressure control valves installed in each riser. Flow balancing valves are not required in 
this type of application, but using Ballorex Basic as a partner valve to the Ballorex Delta makes it possible to verify the 
correct flow distribution in each riser.

Note! When verifying the flow, the Ballorex Basic must be always in open position.

Kvm 
m3/h Dimension Minimum required flow 

l/h
Pressure loss across the measuring points

kPa

1.70 DN 15  290 3.0

4.20 DN 20  730 3.0

6.65 DN 25 1150 3.0

13.4 DN 32 2300 3.0

21.1 DN 40 3600 3.0

35.7 DN 50 6100 3.0

When the Ballorex Basic 
is fully open and the 
pressure loss across the 
measuring points is 
equal to or greater than 
3.0 kPa, the Kvm can  
be entered into a  
balancing computer  
for flow verification.

5 × DN straight piping 
in front of the Ballorex 
Basic valve and 2 × DN 
straight piping after the 
valve must be  provided 
for flow verification.
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DN 25

DN 25

Sizing the Ballorex Basic is initially made according to the system pipe size used.  
The following examples show, however, how to size Ballorex valves according to the required system flow using smaller 
valve sizing than the system pipe.

Sizing Ballorex Basic and Ballorex Venturi
In the below system the Ballorex Venturi ensures the required flow in the terminal unit whereas the motorized valve 
connected to a BMS system or a room thermostat controls the indoor temperature and the Ballorex Basic operates as  
a service valve.

The required flow through the Ballorex Venturi valve to the fan coil unit is: 0.20 l/s (720 l/h)
Due to the installed pump the required pressure loss across the Ballorex Venturi valve is: 65 kPa.

The required flow and pressure loss is reached with a Ballorex Venturi DN 15H valve.

 
6.1 Sizing examples

A system circuit having 
a fan coil unit balanced 
by a Ballorex Venturi 
valve. Ballorex Basic is 
used as a service valve.

Flow diagram for 
Ballorex Venturi 
DN 15H
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DN 15 DN 20 DN 25

Under the same conditions the Ballorex Basic DN 15 is dimensioned.

Ballorex Basic DN 15 ensures 18.0 kPa pressure loss at the required flow of 720 l/h. As a result the required pressure loss 
across the Ballorex Venturi DN 15H is: DPbv = 65 kPa - 18.0 kPa = 47.0 kPa.

This helps to avoid potential noise problems and lengthens the lifespan of the balancing valve.

Note! Ballorex Basic must be either fully open or fully closed! Any intermediate position of the ball valve is not allowed.

Ordering:  Ballorex Venturi DN 15H, Article No.: 4350000H-001003 
Ballorex Basic DN 15 with drain, Article No.: 43490000-001003

 
6.1 Sizing examples

Flow diagram for 
Ballorex Venturi 
DN 15H

      Final setting  
is 5.0

Flow diagram for 
Ballorex Basic 
DN 15 - 25.
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Sizing Ballorex Basic and Ballorex Delta
The following central heating system, consisting of several risers with radiators and pre-settable thermostatic  
radiator valves, has Ballorex Delta and Ballorex Basic valves installed. Ballorex Delta is used to provide the required 
differential pressure in risers whereas Ballorex Basic is used as a service and partner valve. The thermostatic radiator 
valves are pre-settable and therefore flow balancing valves are not needed in this installation.

The Ballorex Delta and the Ballorex Basic must be sized for the following riser.

The flow in the riser is: 0.25 l/s (900 l/h)
Required riser differential pressure is: ΔPc = 15.0 kPa
Available riser differential pressure is: ΔPa = 37.0 kPa

Based on above information, the following valves can be selected:
Ballorex Delta DN 20 at a flow of 0.25 l/s (requires 13.0 kPa pressure loss)
Ballorex Basic DN 25  (equal to the pipe size) at a flow of 0.25 l/s generates 1.5 kPa pressure loss  

(1.8 kPa across the P/T ports) or, 
Ballorex Basic DN 20 which at a flow of 0.25 l/s generates 4.0 kPa pressure loss.
Pressure loss across the measuring points of Ballorex Basic DN 20 is calculated as follows:

ΔPBm = (–––––––––––––––)2 = (–––––––––––––––)2 = 0.046 bar = 4.6 kPa.

The required riser pressure using Ballorex Delta DN 20 and Ballorex Basic DN 20 is:
ΔPb + ΔPdelta + ΔPc = 4.0 + 13.0 + 15.0 kPa = 32.0 kPa < ΔPa

Based on this calculation Ballorex Basic DN 20 can be used for this application. 
Since the available pressure is ΔPa = 37.0 kPa, the excess pressure (37.0 - 32.0 = 5.0 kPa) is reduced by the Ballorex 
Delta valve.

Pressure loss across the 
Ballorex Delta DN 20 
differential pressure 
control valve.
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6.1 Sizing examples

A system riser having 
radiators and pre-
settable thermostatic 
radiator valves. 
A Ballorex Delta 
valve is installed in 
combination with a 
Ballorex Basic valve  
to provide constant  
differential pressure 
and enable service of 
the system riser. 

Q [m3/h]
Kvm [m3/h]

    m3/h
4.2 m3/h

 900 
1000
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ΔPc = ΔPm - ΔPb

Δ
Pb

ΔPm

ΔPc

The generated pressure loss across P/T ports of the Ballorex Basic DN 20 is 4.6 kPa. As a result the flow across the 
Ballorex Basic DN 20 valve can be verified after providing measuring points (available as an accessory). 
If the flow is to be verified, straight piping of 5 × DN before and 2 × DN after the Ballorex Basic valve is required.

Ballorex Basic can be provided in three different configurations for this application, depending on the necessity for 
differential pressure verification in the controlled part of the riser.

Ordering:  Ballorex Delta DN 20, Article No.: 44550010-021003 
Ballorex Basic DN 20, Article No.: 44490000-001663

 
6.1 Sizing examples

Ballorex Basic with 
drain is recommended  
if differential pressure  
verification is not 
required. 

Ballorex Basic with a 
combi drain (accessory) 
is recommended if  
differential pressure is 
to be verified during 
system commissioning. 

An already installed 
Ballorex Basic with drain 
can with mounting of a 
measuring point be used 
for differential pressure 
verification. 
The pressure drop across 
the Ballorex Basic valve 
must be deducted from 
the measured differential 
pressure to achieve the 
differential pressure 
reading in the controlled 
riser.
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6.1 Specifications

Ballorex Basic general specifications
1.  Shut-off valve DN 15 - 50

 1.1. The Contractor must install shut-off valves where indicated in drawings.

2.  Valve Body

 2.1. The valve body must be made of hot stamped DR brass CW602N CuZn36Pb2As.

 2.2. The pressure rating must be no less than PN25 (PN16 with press adaptors).

 2.3.  The valve must be able to perform isolation and optionally draining and pressure measurement  
in one single unit.

 2.4. The valve must be bi-directional to flow, and no flow arrow must be indicated in the valve body.

 2.5.  The isolation handle and the measuring points must be positioned in plane incline at an angle  
of 90° to each other. 

 2.6. Testing through measuring points must be possible in all valve positions.

 2.7. One P/T port must be in front of the isolation ball and the other behind the isolation ball.

 2.8. The valve must incorporate a restricted flow ball for the isolation and optional flow measurement.

 2.9. The size of the valve must be clearly marked on the housing.

3. Functions

 3.1. The valve must have a visible quarter-turn open/close function.

 3.2. The flow measurement must be possible at pressure loss of at least 3.0 kPa.

 3.3. Flow through the valve must be possible in both directions at the same Kv value.
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